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By: PATRICK BRIONES

As what Martin Luther King said “There comes a time when one
must take a position that is neither safe, nor politic, nor popular,
but he must take it because conscience tells him it is right.” And
that what it takes for this band to form up, the courage to speak
for our country through music. Born through guts and the big
heart to represent common people to stand up and encourage
patriotism and heroism but of course more united because of their
passion and love to music. So to my fellow countrymen let us hear
more about the band whom they called themselves:
BANDAKONTRAPOLITIKA

BAND: BANDAKONTRAPOLITIKA
Officially Formed: May 2015
Genre: Rap Metal / Patriotic Rap
Metal
FB page: bandakontrapolitika
Meet the Band:
VOCALS
Robideon ‘Robi’ Aranas
GUITAR
Sherwin James Panong
BASS
Robin Dave ‘Active Pepe’ Aranas
DRUMS
Kaz Atilon
Musical Influences: Francis
Magalona, Dicta License, Gloc-9,
Kapatid, Heber Bartolome,
Magnum Opus, Rage Against the
Machine, Bob Marley, Audioslave,
Korn, Slapshock, Queso,
Greyhoundz, Peter Tosh, Jaco
Pastorius, Blink 182

How did the band form?

Robi: The band started with my brother
Robin with his friends Sherwin, Leo and
James. That time they have a pop-punk
band though there vocalist need to
pursue his studies and so luckily I was
the one who replace him. It all start well
because Robin and I have similar music
interest. In 2015 we started the jamming
sessions and luckily it turns out well then
here we are! Also, we do have new
drummer his name is Kaz later, he’ll tell
his story.
Robin: And the rest is history!
Ahahahahaha!
Sherwin: Actually, Leo and I were
bandmates since high school days. After
we graduated we both decide to pursue
what we started then we met Robin and
James and then Robi.

Although it’s in the name,
why BANDAKONTRAPOLITIKA?

Robi: We grew up in a nation which we
believed as systematically corrupted.
Corruption is everywhere: school,
workplace and even within our own
neighborhood but of course most
rampant is within our government
system – justice system is corrupt, policy
is corrupt. Only ‘powerful’ individuals
controls everything they don’t care about
heroism, patriotism or simple act of
kindness to our country. We believe that
our band Bandakontrapolitika was born
to speak against our current system.
Robin: Anti-Corruption! That’s what we
are.
Sherwin: We are not activists but we are
more vocal and aware on what’s
happening to our nation. We are
speaking about what is true though our
music.

How did you get your
first break in the music
scene?
Robi: It was at Selda Dos, in
Quezon City but sadly that bar
has been closed.
Robin: Thank you Nineworkz
Production and EVEN for the big
big help.

What did you guys feel
before and after your
very first on stage
performance?
Robi: Of course nervous! Just to
think we are going to perform
because we are performing for
the first time alongside with other
bands and conceptualizing how
the crowd will react to our songs,
our original songs. But all worries
and doubts were gone after
seeing the crowd enjoying our
performance, our nervous just
went off. It pays off specially the
part when we saw them that they
appreciate and applaud us, it was
a fulfillment.
Robin: Super duper excitement!
Extreme Happiness!
Ahahahahaha!
Sherwin: It was intense!
Kabado, when we are on stage
pero noong narining mo na yung
palakpak sobrang sarap sa
feeling.
Kaz: Despite the fact I’m new
with the band, first performance
is very unforgettable and of
course happy.

Can you please describe the
band’s sound?
Robi: It is more on poetic illustrations
what we prefer to say as ‘story telling’.
Tagged it with crunchy metal riffs with
groovy bassline and drum beats.
Robin: Not your usual everyday music!
Or maybe we just really telling story!
Ahahaha!
Sherwin: Spoken words na may pagka
rap metal.
Kaz: Dicta License!

Some of your original
compositions are ‘Ang Ating
Pagkilos’ at ‘Distansya
Patungo sa Ating Pangarap’,
who wrote this? Any story
behind this songs and how
you guys came up with the
lyrics?
Robi: Spoken word mush with our taste
of music. I actually wrote all of the songs
so for the the ‘Ang Ating Pagkilos’ is
about the current issues, what is
happening in our country. Again, it’s all
about heroism that is somehow already
forgotten by many. Saying out loud my
thoughts about corrupt leaders who are
using powers and positions just to use
and abuse our country and the people for
their own sake. In layman’s term
“BULOK NA SISTEMA”. It’s time to do our
part, make our own move, we are part of
the progress. All we wanted is CHANGE.
‘Distansya Patingo sa ating Pangarap’ is
simply tells the story to “Don’t stop
pursuing your and our dreams. Although
it’s a long journey but don’t ever stop
dreaming. Reach the top! DON’T QUIT!
Robin: Just to open people’s mind.

How difficult for you
guys starting out?
Robi: The time when BKP is
already on its momentum to play
for different gigs then suddenly
our drummer need to leave the
band for personal reasons. So that
moment for the meantime we
asked Dan Allan Acosta of EVEN if
he can play with us. Good thing it
all ends well we jam and be part of
group from quite some time and
with that we are truly grateful for
his help.
Robin: We are having a hard time
in terms of moments of not having
a right gears and gadgets. But we
strive and did our best to make
our music improve. Anyway, it’s a
learning process right.
Sherwin: For me it’s more
personal, at first I’m having a
difficulty on time management
because I need to balance my time
for studies then as a musician.
Tapos yung nagwalwal ka sa gabi
tapos hindi dapat umabsent
kinabukasan, it’s hard.
HAHAHAHA!!! But I still made it.

What was the best thing
that happened to your
band so far? Any
memorable experience(s)?
Robi: The privilege to perform in front
the crowd, expressing our own style of
music and the message we wanted to
tell through our words and ofcourse
meeting new friends, building
friendships. Then bonus point is about
recording our own music at Nineworkz
Productions with Sir Jam Bumanlag of
EVEN.
Robin: I don’t remember anything
because I always got drunk.
HAHAHAHAHAHA...
Sherwin: There was a time (this was
in Selda Dos Bar) all of us got drunk.
Hmmm… (bleep! bleep!) can’t tell here.
HAHAHAHHA…

Top 5 music on your
playlist right now
Robi:
Dicta License – Daloy ng Kamalayan
RATM – Bombtrack
Francis Magalona – Kabataan Para sa
Kinabukasan
Gloc-9 – Upuan
Asin – Ang Buhay Ko
Sherwin:
Slowdough – Conceptual Delusionals
Faspitch – Mouthful, Complicated
Snakefight – Nothing Left To Say
Glassjaw – Stuck Pig
Kaz:
Slapshock – Atake, Carino Brutal, Adios
Greyhoundz – Apoy, Doble Kara

During your free-time, how
do you spend it?
Robi: Books, I love watching movies
about history while drinking coffee and of
course writing songs.
Robin: Playing League of Legends.
Practice! Practice! And get drunk!
HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
Sherwin: Movie marathon, food-trip!
When boredom strikes, having drinking
session with Robin and Leo.
Kaz: Exercise time! Need to keep fit.

What can you say about our
current government? Are
you satisfied of what is
happening so far?
Robi: The President is doing well. But
the implementation of the law seems to
be mishandled by those who so called
‘law-makers’. Sadly our country is
divided based on colors and faith.
Robin: Not satisfied! It’s the same old
sweet shit promises.
Sherwin: Yes I'm satisfied in our current
government than the past administration.
I am seeing the progress and
experiencing it.
Kaz: NO. Crab mentality as its finest.

Describe each of your
bandmates in ONE
WORD
Robi: Sherwin = talentado, Robin =
astig! Kaz = kalmado
Robin: Robi = MEGAPHONE!
Sherwin = stoned, Kaz = tugspak
Sherwin: Kaz = swabe, Robi =
Hypebeast, Robin = makwela
Kaz: Robin = happy, Sherwin =
wise, Robi = Godfather

Finally, any few words to your supporters,
families and anyone you would like to thank.
Robin: First of all I want to thank GOD. He is everything. To our
families who keeps on supporting us and the source of our strength
and power, thank you for being with each and every one of us. To our
friends, especially to Coco Sapuan who brought us to this scene,
thanks paps. We will continue to make good music and unleash the
inherently heart of heroism to us Filipinos. Lahat tayo ay may dugong
katipunero at dugo ng bayani na nananalaytay sa bawat isa sa atin.
And of course, Maraming Salamat UNPLUG MAGAZINE sa privilege na
ito. Mabuhay kayo!
Robin: Thanks to EVEN, Nineworkz Productions, Philia, Vindicate,
Rednecks and Queen, Delicious Papot, Draven Asia Pacific, Chamomile,
Demons Society (my drinking buddy). Most especially my family and
friends always there! Hell Yeah! AHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!!
Sherwin: Maraming salamat sa lahat ng sumusuporta sa mga tropa
jan kilala nyo na kung sino kayo, at syempre nagpapasalamat din
kame sa Unplug magazine!
Kaz: Maraming Salamat Unplug Magazine!
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BUHAY, BAYAN,
BABAE, BEER
I am sitting outside a friend’s front
porch in a circle with this bunch I
now call my new family. I ask
myself, “How did I end up with these
people again?”
I entered the studio and saw
unfamiliar faces except that of Jed
Dycoco whom I knew back in the
university. He invited me over for a
jamming session at Kbox Studios
with his band, Scarlet Alley. A few
months later, I found myself
recording a song that he wrote

called Parade. It was, in fact, my
first time to record a song with a full
band. I had no idea that the process
was that tedious! That was also
when I realised how amazingly
talented these people are. Truth be
told, I only know a few guitar chords
and I’m more of a writer; but these
guys, they’re something else. It was
my first time to meet technical
musicians and people who knew
music theory well.

“Scarlet Alley” stemmed from “Banda
Rito, Banda Roon” and was originally
composed of Jed, Rouel Pulma, Joel
Opinion, John Clamor, and Mark
Tenedero. They started in 2006 as a
university-based band. Their first and
second performances were at local
leadership events and they played
songs by Eraserheads, Rivermaya,
Secondhand Serenade, and the likes.
Due to conflicts of schedules, they
had to invite two other friends, Ken
“Kentot” Alminar and Klient Duma, to
proxy as drummers. Since Ken is also
good with guitars, she took rhythms
and Duma took over the drums. Iman
Nicer and Dale de Paz later joined in
as jammers. Iman would later sub for
Mark in between practices. Later,
Charles Santillan replaced Rouel and
wowed the members with his riffs and
sound that blended perfectly for the
song Atin Ang Mundo which the band
later submitted as an entry to the UP
National
Centennial
Songwriting
Competition. They made it to the top
six finalists and eventually won fourth
place. That was a pivotal moment for
Scarlet Alley. They realised that they
had something together and that led
to more songs and performances.
Over time however, some members
had to come and go. Iman had to
finish his studies and was temporarily
replaced by Mark Bato as the bassist;
Jayford Opina subbed for Charles
when he had to work abroad but was
eventually replaced by PJ Basio; and
Christopher Co joined in to record
Umawit Muli and was later replaced by
Chris “Boyet” Nierva who only used to
tag along during gigs and jams.
Umawit Muli was the sequel to Atin Na
Ang Mundo and was chosen as the
theme song the 2012 Student
Leadership Conference and 2014

Gawad
Kalinga
(GK)
Bayani
Challenge. Apyong Nebrija became
part of the family as they borrow his
unique percussion expertise. Some
other
members
had
conflicting
schedules due to the number of other
bands they belonged to. Come 2016,
the group members who stuck
together up to this day are Iman
(bass) and Charles (lead), Jed (lead
vocals), Klient (drums), Ken (ukulele,
backup vocals, percussions), Boyet
(rhythm), Jayford (synth, guitar),
Dale (percussions, documentation,
music video director), and Apyong
(percussions, details).
I knew Scarlet Alley since college,
heard a few of their songs but only
those played during GK’s annual
Bayani Challenge. After recording
Parade, they asked me to help with
backups for Malaya which was the
chosen theme song for the 2017
Bayani Challenge. Come third quarter
of 2017, the band members decided
to put together their first ever album
to celebrate their tenth year as a
band. It was a challenging idea, but
not impossible. I remotely witnessed
how the band struggled with funds,
conflicting ideas (as with any other
group),
promotions,
and
even
meetups with everybody present in
the same room! A few of the
members have their own families
now, some of them work outside
Tacloban, and others just have very
hectic schedules. Still, with the
members’ team work, passion, and
dedication, Scarlet Alley’s dream of
creating a masterpiece came to be.
On November 25, the band launched
its album called Buhay, Bayan, Babae,
Beer and I was asked to open for
them along with a few other bands.

The event was very successful thanks
to the people who supported Scarlet
Alley from start to finish. Local
entrepreneurs, bands, and artists
joined hand in hand to make the
band’s dream a reality. So what’s next
for Scarlet Alley? The band wants to
continue writing more songs, doing
more gigs, and hopefully creating
more albums. They want to make
music that can inspire change and
connect people together; songs that
bring nostalgia to those who hear
them. Scarlet Alley wants to inspire
other artists to write original songs,
make their own music, and to not be
afraid to share their work. The band
aims to continue contributing to the
local music scene in the region. If
they can, they will continue to play for
the next ten or twenty years, until
they are physically unable to play.
Ultimately, the members want to keep
their friendship; that despite their
busy schedules, they would continue
to connect with the help of social
media, group chats, and beer.
More than the success of the album
launch, I felt more inspired to
embrace our culture and local music
after seeing all these talents from
home come together to celebrate their
love for music. In fact, the scene itself
was overwhelming, in a really good
way. I used to underestimate local
music. Tacloban City, Eastern Visayas
for that matter, became the centre of
attention
after
Super
Typhoon
Yolanda. It would be nice to dream of
the region becoming even more
attractive because of its music. We
are overflowing with talent and
passion, and we want to be seen and
heard. Scarlet Alley is proof that our
region as a lot more to offer and that
the local music scene has a lot of
potential.
The
band’s
music
encapsulates almost all aspects of life
covering love, heartbreak, success,
failure, politics, and heroism to name

a few; all packaged in a marriage of
folk and contemporary instruments
and arrangements making Scarlet
Alley’s sound unique. From a kilig
train ride to Betty Go station to the
irony of getting a diploma, Scarlet
Alley’s album has nothing but feel
good, meaningful music and this
meaningful music deserves to be
heard and shared. The band and its
songs has affected me in more ways I
can put into words and now this piece
has been written in the hopes of
communicating
to
others
how
friendship and music can have a huge
impact on people.
And now, a year later, I am sitting
outside Kuya Apyong’s front porch in
a circle with this bunch I now call my
new family.

Johanna Erroba | 4:00 PM
Tacloban City, Leyte
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ALAS MALAKAS
After a few months TAKEDOWN 2
came crashing in with one of the
finest metal bands in Cavite,
Deepsleep, rumbling the night of
December 16, 2017.

Alas Malakas is an Event Production
based in the
south headed by Ace Andes Bassist
of Asylum Miseria.
The Production formed in 2017 with
its maiden event TAKEDOWN Sept.
9, 2017 at the Junkyard Rock and
Blues bar in Imus, Cavite.
Headlined by May from Manila and
2 MMA URCC fighter Reinier
“Razorsharp” Gervacio and Arjay
“Lil Bones” Ortega to promote their
upcoming fightand thrown in some
freebies from their gym. It was an
epic night of solid music and a more
than enthusiastic crowd.

For its third offering, TAKEDOWN 3
happening on February 17, 2018 at
Junkyard Rock and Blues Bar, ALAS
MALAKAS welcomes back MAY
together with Save the Fall and
other great young bands to look
forward to.

Alas Malakas Production looks
forward to more events supporting
the blossoming underground scene
in Cavite and scourging every
corner of the southern archipelago
to find new music to stir up and fire
up the local music scene.
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"HONESTLY",
SCAREM HAREM
HAS MORE TO SAY
THAN JUST
"SOMETHING
TO SAY"
By EDZEL REBAMONTAN

It was a night to remember of
January 24th, 2018.
Long ago, this remarkable band from
Canada hit the Philippine airwaves
and spawned two very well-known
singles that has embedded the
hearts of every Filipino. But what the
casual listeners don't know is that
there is more to say from these
musicians and their singles than just
"Something to say", and "Honestly"
if you just dig deeper with their
discography, you might be surprised
with their amazing singles as well.
It was a delight to see Harem
Scarem finally perform live in Manila

for the first time in nearly 30 years,
the hardcore fans, particularly the
guitarists were mesmerized by Pete
Lesperance's guitar riffs and solo,
while bassist Michale Vassos
remarkably complemented the
groove and rhythm section.
Frontman, Harry Hess amazingly
showed his vocal prowess in some of
the band's ballads especially with the
single "If there was a time". But for
me, the night belonged to drummer,
Darren Smith. He was very warm
and accommodating with the crowd,
to the point that he was requesting
for a beer, which one of the
organizers did give after performing.

I was also surprised that
some casual fans attended
and
got
themselves
curious with Harem's other
singles.
Everyone
was
singing to "Sentimental
Blvd.",
"No
Justice",
"Slowly Slipping Away"
and their new single "Here
today, gone tomorrow"
which has been a staple
airplay on Jam 88.3's AO
Radio program. Now that
the word is out how
remarkable good they are
live, I do hope they come
back again in the future.
It's not just a trip to the
memory lanes with the
Harems but an experience.
Congratulations to all the
organizers for a very
intimate and remarkable
show.
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O D ES TO

D O LO R ES

A CELEBRATION OF THE MUSIC OF THE CRANBERRIES
by AHMAD TANJI

You can’t wax nostalgic about the
90s without mentioning her
name. The Cranberries came out
when the Grunge wave was
slowly being saturated with
one-hit wonders and Britpop was
still a magazine buzzword. This
Irish quarter is somewhere in
between, riding the coattails of
MTV
alternative
nation,
comfortably marketed as a pop
band. They were pop all right,
but in the vein of The Smiths,
one of their heroes. And like
Morrissey’s group, they are
armed with painfully honest lyrics
delivered by a unique voice – a
rather loud voice – cracking
beautifully in anguish. Ah, that all
too familiar anguish.
Dolores O Riordan’s voice still
rings clearly to this day.

It is sometimes cathartic to dwell
on a wound when mourning a
loss. So, The World’s End Pub
in Matalino Street, Quezon City
held a tribute last February 10,
2018.

Ahmad Tanji's one-man
production outfit Shoplifters
United hosted a tribute night to
one of the greatest voices that
ever lived. We had interesting
acts lined up:
Kris Gorra-Dancel & Diego Mapa
(of Cambio), Top Junk, Candy
Gamos (of Cheats), Coeli, and
Ene (of the Ronnies) & Sancho
(of The Dawn) dished out our
favorite hits from The
Cranberries. Show started at
9PM.
As sad as it may sound, maybe a
collective sigh was what we
needed.
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PEACE RIOT

THE MUSIC VIDEO LAUNCH

by DON REX

It was almost two years ago when Hey Moonshine introduced
themselves to the local music scene. Since then, they have consistently
amazed the public with their unique blend of music, which they often call
“southern blues rock and roll”. They released their self-titled EP last year,
which unwittingly parked a new kind of musical (and almost existential)
revolution. For it became immediately apparent that Hey Moonshine
adheres to one noble advocacy --- peace thru rock and roll. This is obvious
from a reading of their song titles: “Digging the Peace Sign”, “We’ll Break
This War” and “Love, Peace Justice and Life”. Hence, it is no surprise that
the band’s latest single is about this very same ideal

“Peace Riot” was written during a time of dread and discord. On August
2017, North Korea threatened to launch a nuclear attack on Guam after North
Korean Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un had a heated argument with U.S,
President Donald Trump. Some people might not have known, but we were
on the verge of a nuclear war. Being the peace advocates that they were,
Hey Moonshine could not just sit idle by while uncaring politicians from
foreign lands recklessly jeopardized the lives of millions. Hence, they incited
a riot --- a Peace Riot. And although the immediate threat of nuclear war had
subsided, the band is aware that the people should not be complacent. So,
they continuously sing about peace and the part we each play in maintaining
it.
On January 20, 2018, SX Manila, supported by Rough Stuff
Entertainment, organized a musical protest to launch Hey Moonshine’s music
video for the song Peace Riot. It was aptly held at the Rizal Park, the site
that sparked a similar revolution more than a hundre`d years ago.
As people started pouring in
the open auditorium, Gin Rum N’
Truth started the show. As always,
this rock and roll quintet played
with an energy that invigorated the
crowd. In fact they played one of
their original songs Goddamn Man,
which ranked as the number one
song of the year at the station Jam
88.3. As the night unveiled, they
have proven their strong and
rhythmic stature on stage.

After
went

on

that,

Outcast

stage.

Cavite-based

This

hard

rock

band played some covers
mostly

from

the

band

Pearl Jam as well as a few
original compositions.

The three-piece grunge band
called Nudius went next.
Their
outstanding
performance
was
outmatched only by the pint-sized
rocker who was with them on stage
for the drummer’s little daughter
was up there dancing to the band’s
melodic tunes while the band
played some 90’s covers as well as
some original grunge songs.

Then, it was time for Whiskey
Version to perform on stage. As
always, this retro trio revitalized
the crowd with their snappy B-Side
covers from The Beatles and other
60’s and 70’s bands.

It was long past sundown
when the cowboys of rock and roll
finally went up on stage.
The
crowd was already wild with
anticipation so the lights went out
and Peace Riot’s music video was

finally played. It was about the
band members inciting the public to
stand up and join the protest for
peace. Thus, there were flashes of
people holding signs about peace
such as “I choose peace” and “fight
for peace”. What made the video
fun was that, every now and then,
it featured celebrities holding these
signs including Moymoy Palaboy,
Ruru Madrid, Mitoy Yonting, Taki
Saito, Kim Last, Kowboy, Nonong
Ballinan and DJ Bongskie. And of
course, the musicians from Rough
Stuff Entertainment (often called
Them Bastards) were also part of
the video --- Mike Twain of the
Black Wolf Gypsies, Yok Tano of Gin
Rum N’ Truth, all three members of
Whiskey
Version
and
Chana
Mongaya, the brains of the outfit.

When the video was finally done, the venue was filled with deafening
cheers. And it was then that Hey Moonshine started playing on stage. It was a
pleasant surprise when they announced that the video was not yet done.
According to the band, they will include the night’s audience in the final cut.
They gave out peace placards similar to the ones on the video and they called
everyone to stand up and join the peace riot. And the crowd did just that. At
that moment, the band started playing Peace Riot live. The energy was
unbelievable. People of all ages started approaching the stage holding up their
placards, dancing.
After Hey Moonshine finished their set, the audience started to mellow
down; but not for long. The show was not yet over. It was announced that
there was a surprise number from one of the country’s best live acts --- the
Black Wolf Gypsies. So the crowd waited. But since the band’s bassist Brian
was still on his way to the park, another surprise performance was announced.
Yok and Martin of Gin Rum N’ Truth played with Jun of the Black Wolf Gypsies
for two impromptu songs. And just as they finished, Brian arrived and the
band performed with the momentum that they have always been known for.
It was already dark at the park when the show ended but as promised,
the band will be releasing their final video which would include snippets from
that night. They are scheduled to go on a bar tour of Metro Manila for that
specific purpose. One show is scheduled on February 16 at the Quarry Rock
Bar in Las Piñas.
For up-to-date gig schedules and album or EP orders, you may check the
band’s Facebook profile page on www.facebook.com/heymoonshine.

THREE SETS OF
THREE
DISECTING

2016 TO 2018

I understand “3 Sets of 3” may be
a very strange title to name an article
about music; hopefully as this article
unravels it will make sense. For
decades we have been experiencing a
sort of trend or pattern and this is
usually talked about in the “Pop” side
of music. This time I would like to talk
about my views on certain trends on
the “Rock” side of the spectrum, but
first I would just clarify some general
ideas about the words I’m going to use
in this article just to make sure it’s
clear and it gets the right message
across.
I’ll be talking about bands on the
heavier side of things. The word
“Rock” has gone through a number of
definitions. To some people, as long as
it’s good, it rocks; to some, as long as
it’s band music, it is Rock. I won’t be
using those definitions about “Rock”
either. In this article, when I say Rock
N’ Roll, I’ll be talking about Rock N’
Roll and not some expression overused
by people and bands that lacks the
understanding or never actually played
Rock N’ Roll. When I say “rock” I mean
the heavy stuff. Oh and one more
thing, this is written in local context.

by JOHN BLUES

The first thing I noticed is that
women-fronted bands are gaining
plenty of attention. Not just any bands
but “heavy bands”. Years ago, the
usual trend was “pop-rock”. Heavy
Metal female-fronted acts have been
struggling for years but lately they are
being celebrated a little bit more.
Personally, I have nothing against the
usual format of “pop-rock” type of
female-fronted bands. All in all,
everything depends on the individual
band and their music but as of lately,
it’s just being overdone. Band after
band has been producing the same or
similar type of profile; a sort of pattern
emerges and people will recognize it.
One example you have is the “guitarvox” type that probably are the likes of
the classic Moonstar88 or Imago; for
the younger ones you will have the
Hayley Williams type; for the older or
generation X type, you will probably
get the Cranberries type. It’s not as
neatly classified but I’m sure some of
you have noticed the “pattern”. All this
is just my personal observation and
honestly I kind of like a handful of
them.
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I. PHILLIA, SAYDIE & EVEN
The reason why I brought this up is because opportunity of the
probability for prominence is very rare for a heavy metal female-fronted
bands especially in the Philippines. These three are in a very good
position to breakthrough on a national scale with plenty of hard and
smart work. I would like to see that kind of celebration again. And I
think based on the noise I’ve been hearing since 2016 (probably
longer), Philia, Saydie, and Even are the bands in this set that are
ahead of the game. I can probably name a Top 10 for this category but
that might take another full article.
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II. GREYHOUNDZ, QUEZO & SLAPSHOCK
Talk about “staying power”, again another phenomenon. Three of the most
prominent heavy acts to emerge in the 2000’s. The Big 3 has conquered the
days when you had a dedicated radio station to rock bands and even after. It is
very rare for a band to survive and flourish after each era’s end. The Big 3 has
dominated and is still dominating rock concerts and the metal hearts of their
fans even after the rock radio years, even when the younger “humourist rock
bands” emerged and even during “Non-Rock, Rock groups” came. How did
these bands retain prominence and significance? These three are “the Great”
case study. Most bands would have shifted genres just to catch up with the
times but Greyhoundz, Queso, and Slapshock stuck to their guns and polished it
to perfection. So if you are a Rock Band in the Philippines and you if you want
to learn anything, these three are the bands to learn from.
By this time I’m sure you noticed I like patterns like a security blanket. But
I also acknowledge how amazingly diverse these bands are. If you listen to
them, they are not interchangeable at all. One band leans towards the “angst”,
one leans towards the “groovier side”, and another on the OPM side. So besides
great music, what kept these bands on top? Well if I start discussing that, it will
probably be another article on its own.
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H EY M O O N SH IN E

II. BLACK WOLF GYPSIES, GIN RUM N’ TRUTH
& HEY MOONSHINE
Welcome to the jungle because Rock N’
Roll and Hard Rock has returned! I’m sure
you heard of them but didn’t quite know
where to find them. For the last three to
four years, I have been hearing them
more and more. I also heard that the Rock
N’ Roll Stage for 2017’s Fete de la Musique
is one of the most successful if not the
most of all stages last year where our third
set of 3 has all performed and rocked out.
Our next three are Black Wolf Gypsies, Gin
Rum N’ Truth and Hey Moonshine.
Another pattern has emerged. Rock N’ Roll
was on a coma since the 2000’s. They
have struggled in pockets resistance here
and there. Some are probably in denial of
the changing times. And yet three hard
hitting badaass Rock N’ Rollers came out
the wood work axe swinging. I have been
hearing them on radio guestings, and
being talked about in gatherings so I
decided to watch them myself. And what
do you know? Hard Rock at its core! The
bands came out guns blazing, delivered

G IN RU M N ’TRU TH

WILD stage performances and showed
great song writing. You can put them in a
Metal or Punk Gig and they’d still be
enjoyed. You can also put them in a Blues
stage and they’ll give you the blues. It is a
new era of Rock N’ Roll / Hard Rock that
rocks an attitude and has the potential to
grow into something much greater. Simply
put, they are Rock N’ Roll’s evil twin
brother. Hopefully they learn from their
predecessors and something from The Big
3. It would be fun to talk about their
individual and particular brand of Hard
Rock, but again that is for another article.
All in all, my take is that you should watch
out for these bands in 2018. Whether
there is a pattern or none, it is still the
audience that dictates what’s good and
what’s not. But how can you know what’s
good and what’s not if you don’t get off
from the couch, unplug from your devices
and see them live for yourself? Go out and
experience what the local music scene has
to offer! It’s much more than you know.

Should you want to check out and follow the mentioned bands, here are the links:
Philia, Saydie, and Even
www.facebook.com/philiamafia
www.facebook.com/saydieofficial
www.facebook.com/evenphilippines
Greyhoundz, Queso, and Slapshock
www.facebook.com/greyhoundzgang
www.facebook.com/QuesoOfficial
www.facebook.com/slapshock.official
Black Wolf Gypsies, Gin Rum N’ Truth, and
Hey Moonshine
www.facebook.com/blackwolfgypsies
www.facebook.com/ginrumandtruth/
www.facebook.com/heymoonshine
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PLAYS COVE MANILA
MANILA | Grammy-nominated DJ
Steve Aoki , known for his hits ‘One
More Light” and “Just Hold On,”
electrified the crowd at Cove Manila
epic opening night on December 15,
2017. The night club, one of the
biggest indoor beach clubs complexes
in Asia, was overflowing for the event.
Aoki, known for cake-throwing at his
fans, daredevil crowd-surfing antics,
and spraying champagne at the crowd,
did not disappoint as he kept the
people pumped up, cheering, and
dancing into the night with his beats.

DEEPGROOVES COLLECTIVE
528Hz at TIME IN MANILA

MAKATI | Time in Manila threw another successful party at their event
“528Hz” on the 22nd of December 2017.
528Hz is known as the “love frequency,” which brings remarkable and
extraordinary changes and healing. It’s the resonating frequency of the earth
and the universe, and the club, in cooperating with the artists of the
DeepGrooveCollective – Parian, Herb Cabral, Peps Laviña, Nicholas, and Randy
Salvador – presented the evening’s entertainment to their guests with “a whole
new frequency dedicated to the love of the underground sound.”

Beat Project Manila
AT SM NORTH CYBERZONE
QUEZON CITY | Beat Project Manila is Manila's
premiere DJ school and run by Travis Monsod. Together
with other DJ's from his music production studio and
Sikat Entertainment, DJ Pete Chin and DJ Rupert
Feliciano, Monsod held a workshop at SM North Edsa's
Annex Cyberzone. Music enthusiasts and aspriring DJ's
were treated to short lessons on mixing tracks, matching
beats, and making music while nearby, acclaimed graffiti
artists were treating the crown to a display of their art
prowess with on-the-sport painting, accompanied by
musical sets from the DJ's themselves.

VALKYRIE
AT THE PALACE’S
NEW YEAR’S
EVE PARTY
TAGUIG | The anticipation for THE New
Year's Eve party of the year at one of the
country's hottest, hippest clubs was no joke,
and Valkyrie exceeded expectations with an
amazing roster of talents supplying the music.
Gorgeous, glammed up guests filled up the
venue and prepared to say hello to a new
year and farewell to the old, with DJ
Quintino, and Kenneth G. helping them along.
Martin Pulgar, one of the Philippine club
scene’s most sought after DJs, also added to
the evening's excitement by unleashing his
energetic, booming, tech and house mix all
over the dance floor. Ace Ramos vs Mars
Miranda and Kouta Kutsuma were also there
to throw in their own signature styles of R&B,
hiphop, EDM, and funky beats to the air,
building up the hype and hope for a better
year ahead for everyone.

FLUME Live At The Palace
TAGUIG | Australian musician, DJ, and record producer
Harley Edward Streten, internationally known as Flume, released his
self-titled debut album in 2012 and saw it hit the top of the
Australian Recording Industry Association's (ARIA) charts and reach double
platinum status. His career has only gotten better -- including playing at Coachella
and Lollapalooza -- since then as he won multiple awards for best independent
artist, best independent dance/electronica album, and best new DJ,
among many others, in his home country.
He was the artist of the evening at the Palace Pool Club on December 9, 2017.
Guests even came from out of the country just to hear him play his greatest hits,
"Insane”, “Sleepless”, “Drop The Game” and “Never Be Like You.” Together with
Marc Naval and Mars Miranda in the music line-up, the evening's guests were given
a pre-Christmas blowout they'd never forget at the club.
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PRESS RELEASE | JAN 24, 2018

Fiction-inspired
gathering to feature
multisensory
experiences of literature
To build a quiet literary respite at La
Fuerza compound, Warehouse Eight
and Kwago organized a fictioninspired fundraising gathering—Book
Bar at the Warehouse—inviting
everyone to be part of the process of
making a community-based space
for curious creatives.
Happening on January 27-28, 2018
at Warehouse Eight’s doorstep
overspilling to their pantry, the
event’s program purposely intimate
and is designed to let the guests
experience literature using all their
senses—sight, hearing, taste, smell
and touch.

Sponsored by YDG Coffee and
Philippine Craft Kings (PCK), the bar
will serve cocktails and beers
inspired by local and international
literature, such as “Dark Hours” by
Conchitina Cruz, “Howl” by Allen
Ginsberg and “Para Kay B” by Ricky
Lee. You can also give our bartender
Matthew Carpio a quote from your
favorite book and he could
personalize a drink for you.
Food startup Birch Five also
collaborated with Kwago to create
dishes that mirror their love for
comics and children’s stories. They
are serving red velvet cupcakes
named “Poison Ivy” and a sisig meal
called “Ang Unang Baboy sa Langit.”
“One of Kwago’s core value is to
‘unschool.’ We want to share new
ways to experience and understand
literature so it can be accessed and
appreciated by the younger crowd,”
Kwago founder Czyka Tumaliuan
said.

Hundred percent bootstrapped and
independent, all the performers and
event staff weren’t paid and were just
given books as honorarium. Even the
sound system were provided by the
musicians themselves. A lot of people
donated books, and even furniture to
help in the construction of the vision.
“This type of generosity is not
something you see everyday. It’s
breaking the norms of what we’re used
to. Value is (re)defined in different
ways beyond money. It’s almost weird
but refreshing,” Warehouse Eight cofounder Kayla Dionisio said.

FEATURED POETS:
Crystal Claire
Franchesca Casauay
Miguel Espiritu
Obie Obias
Peep Warren
Paolo Rodriguez
Sofia Paderes
Vyxz Vasquez
And more!
JAN 28 - Echoes at the Warehouse
- MUSICIANS as storytellers
FEATURED ARTISTS:
skymarines
Jorge Juan Bautista Wieneke V
Ian Penn
Mariah Yonic
Small Town Press / Erick Calilan
Follow the event page for more
details: Bit.ly/BookbarFundraising
FOR MEDIA INQUIRIES, PLEASE
CONTACT:
Czyka Tumaliuan |
isipkwago@gmail.com
Kwago, Chief Librarian | 0915
4570709

Please use the hashtags:
#KwagoBookBar
#WarehouseEight
#IsipKwago

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
JAN 27 - Drunken Poetry Night
(OPEN MIC) - Read a poem, take a
free shot! (SPONSORED BY BARIK
SUPREMO)

ABOUT WAREHOUSE EIGHT
Warehouse Eight is a versatile and cozy
warehouse housed in the artsy
compound of La Fuerza. A coworking &
events space by nature, they collaborate
and curate genuine experiencesproviding a home for your ideas to grow
and be brought to life.

Business address: Warehouse 8a, La Fuerza Plaza,
2241 Chino Roces ave., Makati 1231
Website: http://www.warehouse-eight.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/warehouseeight8
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/warehouseeight_

ABOUT KWAGO BOOKSTORE
Kwago is a Manila-based alternative
learning platform that offers a highly
curated collection of used and new
books. It aims to provide a platform for
local publishers and writers to reach a
wider audience both here and abroad.
Its vision is to have a reading nook in
every Filipino home; a smarter and
more creative Philippines.

Business address: Warehouse 8a, La Fuerza Plaza,
2241 Chino Roces ave.,Makati 1231
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/isipkwago
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/isipkwago
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BRIGADA

PELIKULA
NOEL ESCONDO
WRITER & DIRECTOR
Nakaw | Alaala | Baon

FILM. I always believe should serve its
purpose. To entertain and to educate.
Sa buhay ko, malaking bagay ang
pelikula. Nung bata ako, parang premyo
ang pelikula. Makakapanood ka ng sine
kung may okasyon o may ginawa kang
magandang bagay. I remember when
during my teens, I can’t wait to turn 18
para lang makapanuod n g mga R18
films. May ibang excitement and
pelikula sa akin, it transpots you to place
like you’ve never been before.

MIRA TICLAO
PRODUCER

For film, is more than a form of
expression. It is a passion and a mission
for the stories to tell. Passion kasi, I
believe that will keep you going more
than the prestige and money that you will
earn. Also, it is a mission. Because when
you tell stories, you have a mission to
your audience on how will they think and
act sa pinapanuod mo sa kanila.

JOSEPH ABELLO
WRITER & DIRECTOR
WHAT HOME FEELS LIKE

Pelikula ay isang medium kung saan natin
mas nakikita ang tunay na tayo bilang mga
tao. Bawat tao, masama man o Mabuti, ay
tao pa rin—sa pelikula natin mas
naiintindihan ito. Mas nakikilala natin ang
ibang tao, mas malalaman ang gusto, ayaw,
kapasidad at hangganan nating mga tao.
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IV OF SPADES “Where Have You Been, My Dis-

WARNER MUSIC PHILIPPINES

PHILIA “Desease”

BEN&BEN “Kathang Isip”

Directed by: Ria Red
Music: Ben&Ben

CHNDTR “Maw”

Directed by: Ramona Cecilia Munoz &
Jeremy Jay Abano

Directed by: Alex Abordo
Illustra ons by: Drey Ballesteros

FALSE CONTENDER
“TAKING YOUR SIDE”

SUNFLOWER PROJECT
“THERE IS HOPE

Directed by: Ria Red
Music: Ben&Ben

Recorded, mixed and mastered by:
SATURNINE AUDIO
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BEAST JESUS “EROS OBFUSCATE”

RIA BAUTISTA

Music by Beast Jesus
Addi onal vocals by Angelica Pablo and Fulgencio Bermejo
Mixed and mastered at Saturnine Audio

Recording Ar st, Editor Unplug Magazine
Business Owner Tigasouth, Social Media
Consultant AVSC PRO, Brand Ambassador,

BLACK WOLF GYPSYS

"Rancor" live at Banana Rising Studio

LIRIKHA

“HINDI INAASAHAN”

Directed by: Kevin Kevin Cayabyab Dayrit

CHEATS “CRUMBLE”

Directed by: Kyle Quismundo
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AFROMAN Productions
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

CRAZY DUCK Productions
0917 7325550, 0905 4173991
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

DLIVES Productions
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production
www.facebook.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production486710591487331

DIRTY KNOBS Productions
www.facebook.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions-

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production1778753412386271/?fref=ts

DOCDEF Productions
docdefproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

BARBERO Productions
0917 8292767, 0916 5087131 | hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com |
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction
BEAT TRICKS Productions
0916 3805941 | www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/?fref=ts
BE BRIGHT BACK Production
0948 7001100 | rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/berightbackproduction
BEEHIVE Productions
www.facebook.com/beehiveproductionsph
BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 | www.facebook.com/blackkittenproduction

EMS Production
www.facebook.com/EMS-Production-1097024877072433
FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188
www.facebook.com/High-Frequency-Productions241641352529089

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141 | carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.facebook.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581 | chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589, 0915 8574568, 0915 1419597
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

CHOCO SKULL Productions
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366 | www.facebook.com/miyawprod

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 | www.facebook.com/MudhoneyProductions
NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd
ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396
www.facebook.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas158577537511212/
OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.facebook.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
Contact | 02 532 8883 | www.facebook.com/
ovationproductions | www.ovationproductionsmanila.com
PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions
RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod
REDROCKET Productions
redrocketprod@yahoo.com,
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedRocketProductions
SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787 | savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd
SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod
SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975, 0916 2168563
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.facebook.com/peacebombnationproduction

SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs), 0999 7267113 (Jonas)
PEACE TOL Productions
solidempireproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/PeaceTol-Productions-160296117363281 www.facebook.com/SolidEmpireProductions
PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387 | miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ilovephoenixproduction
PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566 | prod.central@yahoo.com |
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral
PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.facebook.com/purplesunsetproductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions
www.facebook.com/Sublime.Events.Productions
SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/sxmanila
TAMBAYAN Production
0926 3651204 | www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021
www.facebook.com/Team-Karga-Production115575338559897

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179 | redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com |
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE
riabautista@me.com
www.facebook.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT
demo@thesouthernproject.com
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
TONO Events
0905 2062858 | www.facebook.com/TonoEvents
TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/
TsikenStaRR-Production-206432522707150
UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 | undertoneproduction@gmail.com |
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction
WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/
wearetheunderdogsproductions | www.watupph.com

To be included in this free listing, email to:

NICKY@CAEDITORIAL.COM

